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There should be little doubt among readers that bald-faced lies are the 
second most important electoral strategy of the New Communist Party 
of the USA (NCPUSA,) often mistakenly called the "Democrat" Party. The 
NCPUSA's members are never held to account by the Jews' Media, so 
they feel free to lie with abandon, no matter how patently false or how 
much their lies may conflict with the public record. 
 
Recently, a rabid niggress on MS-NBC named Joy Reid -- who is a living 
and breathing example of the evils of affirmative-action -- dishonestly 
claimed that people in the Pro-Life Movement don't really care about 
human life. I'm sure all the professional liars at MS-NBC and CNN nodded 
in agreement and applauded like the trained seals they are. Joy Reid's 
inability to recognize the true motives of those in the Pro-Life Movement 
is probably attributable to the under-evolved Frontal Lobes of nigras.   
 
Few people on Earth have more sincere intentions than those who fill 
the ranks of the Pro-Life Movement: They have the singular, altruistic 
goal of saving innocent, unborn babies carried by women they don't even 
know. In fact, many devote their lives to the cause and ask little or 
nothing in return because they feel a Christian "calling" to save America 
and the West from infanticide. Only someone as stupid, dark and evil as 
Joy Reid could fail to understand this fact. 
 
Likewise, the organized crime figure in the White House -- head of the 
Biden Family Crime Syndicate -- recently declared that the spending 
initiatives found in his Build Back Better tax and spending bill will help 
reduce inflation. Only pathological liars could make such a statement, 
including those phony "economists" who supposedly agree with him. All 
of them are more accurately described as POLITICIANS, not economists. 



So-called Build Back Better is a Bernie Sanders-inspired transfer of 
wealth from taxpayers to Biden's natural constituencies of shiftless 
n*ggers, communists, rabid feminists and "Stepford Children." It will add 
Trillions of additional dollars to the National Debt each year, and create 
endless DISINCENTIVES for Americans to return to work. Its result will be 
accelerating "stagflation" -- that is, inflation combined with stagnant 
economic growth -- and Biden's phony "economists" know this as surely 
as I do.  
 
Biden also recently declared that the tsunami of two million illegal 
immigrants entering the U.S. in 2021 was the fault of Donald Trump's 
immigration policies. On one of the Jews' Media's superficial, fatuous 
and simple-minded morning "news" programs in April of 2021, Biden told 
the host that his administration inherited "one God-awful mess at the 
border" when he assumed office. 
 
In truth, President Trump had personally solved the crisis of surging 
waves of  immigrants attempting to enter the U.S. illegally with his 
"Remain in Mexico" policy, and by abandoning the Obama regime's failed 
"Catch and Release" policy that created the problem in the first place. He 
also began to fund and build his Border Wall. The first thing the 
duplicitous Biden did was rescind Remain in Mexico and substitute the 
failed "Catch and Release" policy of the Obama-Biden era. Biden also 
halted construction of Trump's Border Wall. Naturally, his lies received 
no "fact-checking" by the LYING commie bastards of the Jews Media. 
 
Another recent side-splitter is the claim by Biden's pathological liar and  
Jewish Chief of Staff, Ron Klain, that the Jews Media have been even 
tougher on Biden than on Trump while each was in office. It seems that 
even Biden's comrades in the Jews' Media can't find much positive to say 
about him or his policies, so Klain recognizes this spells disaster for the 
fortunes of the vile and traitorous NCPUSA. He is alarmed at Biden's 
plummeting poll numbers resulting from 6.2% inflation, two million 



additional illegal aliens, the end of energy independence, his disorderly 
retreat from Afghanistan, and Biden's extremely unpopular COVID 
vaccine mandates for both public and private sectors.  
  
Somehow, I don't recall the Jews' Media colluding with Republicans to 
fabricate false charges against Biden, as it did with the "RussiaGate" 
accusations from the Steele Dossier.  A dozen Jewish prevaricators 
published what each knew was opposition research from Hillary 
Clinton's campaign, and all the while they were fully aware there was 
absolutely no evidence to support the phony Steele Dossier.  
 
They also routinely engaged in dishonest "fact-checking" of Trump's 
statements -- such as his claim that HCQ was a "game-changer" in the 
battle against COVID-19 -- although Trump was vindicated in each and 
every instance. (See E. Holt. "Fact-Checking Trump, CITIZENS INFORMER, 
March of 2021.)  They have also spiked all stories about the Biden Family 
Crime Syndicate's profiteering from Hunter Biden's shakedowns of 
numerous foreign governments while his father was Vice President. This 
exposed the Jews' Media's systemic corruption and dishonesty for all to 
see and for all time.   
 
During the NCPUSA's primary debates in 2020, Joe Biden vowed to return 
to the Iran Deal -- negotiated during the Obama regime -- because "it 
was working" until Trump withdrew U.S. participation. Biden claimed 
that Iran "was being held tightly" to its terms, and that "There was no 
movement on the part of the Iranian Government to get close to a nuclear 
weapon." What Obama's Iran Deal and Biden's subsequent lies about it 
really illustrate is that the NCPUSA is perfectly willing to sacrifice U.S. 
national security interests for a fraudulent foreign policy success of any 
kind, no matter what its costs. 
 
In truth, like most NCPUSA efforts, the treaty was all celebration and no 
substance, because it did not include any provisions for monitoring 



compliance of its terms: thus, IRAN NEVER CEASED ITS QUEST TO 
DEVELOP A NUCLEAR WEAPON. Equally insidious, Obama restored 
hundreds-of-billions in Iranian assets frozen by the international banking 
community, which the Iranian regime then used to fund terrorism 
throughout the Middle East and to continue funding its nuclear weapons 
program. In fact, Trump's sanctions against Iran were working, and 
everyone in Washington knew it except the drooling fool, organized 
crime figure and pathological liar now wrongly occupying the White 
House. 
 
Finally, every elected office-holder in the NCPUSA will publicly deny that 
there's any real evidence of voter fraud from the November 3rd, 2020 
Presidential Election. Their denials are reinforced by the Jews' Media, 
which also ignores all evidence from numerous investigations in a 
number of "swing" states. In truth, the evidence is overwhelming, and 
President Trumps landslide victory in 2020 exposes the extent of the 
NCPUSA's use of voter fraud as its primary electoral strategy.  
 
If just the 57,734 fraudulent ballots in Maricopa County, Arizona alone 
had been properly rejected by election officials and not illegally counted, 
then based on those adjusted returns President Trump won Arizona by 
more than 60,000 votes! Similar levels of fraud are being slowly exposed 
in several other states, as well, including Michigan, Minnesota, 
Wisconsin, Georgia and Virginia. 
 
It's clear from these examples that a basic strategy of the Jews' Media 
is to fabricate a fraudulent narrative that drowns out all other news 
sources in order to protect its political allies in the NCPUSA. They 
provide "cover" for the NCPUSA's endless lies and liars, just as surely as 
the Blackhawk Helicopter provides air support for ground combat 
forces.  
 
 



 


